This deluxe hardcover collects Supreme Power Vol. 3: High Command and Supreme Power: Hyperion, plus extras. In High Command, Hyperion, the Blur and Nighthawk - in their first adventure as the newly formed Squadron - have a long-overdue showdown with the super-powered serial killer who's been terrorizing the nation! But will they live long enough to stop him? Plus: What does the most powerful being on the planet do when he finds out he's been manipulated, and that his whole life is practically a lie? How will Hyperion react, and what does that mean for the rest of humanity - and the government that organized these deceitful machinations? And in Hyperion, Mark Milton suddenly finds himself both alone and hunted now that the world knows his dark secret. Four new super-powered individuals - each based on a character from the original Squadron Supreme - are after his hide, and they've got the will and means to take him down! Collects Supreme Power 13-18, Supreme Power: Hyperion 1-5.

My Personal Review:
Collecting the third (and final) storyarc from Marvel's MAX title Supreme Power, as well as the Supreme Power: Hyperion mini-series, this second handsome hardcover collection is another must own for fans of truly adult, and truly spectacular, comic goodness. Babylon 5 creator J. Michael Straczynski crafts the stories here, beginning with High Command. This picks up where Powers & Principalities left off, with Hyperion, Nighthawk, and the Blur teaming up as a Squadron for the first time. Their hunt for a super powered serial killer has led them to an unthought of source, and what develops sets the stage for later stories, as well as the path Hyperion will take. This picks up in the Hyperion mini-series, which finds the government on Hyperions trail by recruiting new super powered individuals (once again, all of whom are modeled after classic Squadron Supreme characters) whose clash with Hyperion produces unlikely results with an ending that will leave you salivating. Gary Frank provides his usually great work in High Command, while Dan Jurgens (AKA, the man who killed Superman) provides decent enough pencils in the Hyperion mini-series.
All in all, if you've read previous Supreme Power work, then you know what you're getting here, and by the way, if you haven't already, check out Daniel Ways Supreme Power: Nighthawk TPB, which is just as great.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Supreme Power, Vol. 2 (v. 2) by Dan Jurgens - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!